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Unless you've been hiding under a rock going back few years, you will have heard at least
someone in your network of friends and family mention this thing called Cryptocurrency.This
book gives overviews about popular Coins, Exchanges, Mining, and Wallets, if you are looking

for details and depth about particular cryptocurrency do your research on individual entity.
Over 50% of paper books and ebooks on similar topics were released in the year 2017,

therefore opportunities abound in educating people about these fast developing technology
and digital economics. This is by no means an exhaustive list nonetheless it gives extensive

highlights. You should purchase this book for yourself, friends and family as a gift. The
worthiness of the blockchain assets you exchange is at the mercy of market and other

expense risks. If anyone asked you about cryptocurrency, you should suggest this book
instead of spending extended hours explaining 'jargons' that are not used to most.There are
various catalogues (eBook) in fiat currency coins but this is actually the first catalogue of the
world's most popular cryptocurrencies.This book contains definitions and characteristics of
the world's most popular cryptocurrencies.Book structure, after a short introduction of each

Coins, Exchanges, Mining, and Wallets, their basic features are highlighted, and accompanied
by 'USD 1 year price data' table showing how they have performed in a single year.Many

people find out about Bitcoin, when we discuss cryptocurrency usually people automatically
think Bitcoin, being unsure of that there are over 1,000 various other active cryptocurrencies
referred to as Altcoins. In case you are thinking about operating nodes to mine coins, install
wallet to store keys, buy/sell on exchange or participate in trading tokens, this introductory

reserve is a most read for you especially if you're from emerging markets. This book will bring
in you briefly to the additional amazing mainstream Altcoins. They are detailed in no particular

additional, nonetheless their prices, total volume and popularity play particular roles in the
region of listing.This book is published out of passion to donate to the education facet of the
cryptocurrency ecosystem.Every household should own a copy of this reserve to enlighten
their family members on cryptocurrency. There are four main categories in this book: Coins,
Exchanges, Wallets and Mining. A few of the companies exist significantly less than a yr but
have performed substantially well.All the following Coins, Exchanges, Wallets and Mining

companies are featured in this book:Bitcoin (BTC)Ethereum (ETH)Ripple (XRP)Litecoin
(LTC)Bitcoin Cash (BCH)IOTA (IOT)Monero (XMR)Ethereum Common (ETC)NEO (NEO)Stellar
(XLM)DigitalCash (DASH)OmiseGo (OMG)ZCash (ZEC)Verge (XVG)DogeCoin (DOGE)Bitcoin

Precious metal (BTG)ReddCoin (RDD)Waves (WAVES)NEM (XEM)Nxt (NXT)BinanceBitFinexBis
qBitstampBitBayCEX.IOCoinbaseLocalBitcoinsLunoPoloniexExodusAirbitzJaxxBlockchainMyEt

herWalletLykkeMyceliumTREZORLedgerBitmainNuVooNiceHash
MinerGateCoinMinerHydroMinerGenesis MiningTake note, this book is not published to

promote any particular cryptocurrency and past efficiency of a coin isn't indicative of future
outcomes. Any purchase in blockchain assets involves the risk of lack of part or all your

investment. They'll thank later if not really now.
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